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Abstract I n h u m a n dermis, collagen bundle architecture is 
randomly organised, whereas in pathological conditions, such 
as scar tissue and connective tissue disorders, collagen bundle 
architecture is arranged in a more parallel fashion. Histological 
examination by one or two observers using polarised light is 
the most common method to determine collagen orientation, 
and is therefore considered the 'gold standard'. 
We hypothesised that an image analysis technique, Fourier 
analysis, would be more accurate than observer ratings. Fourier 
analysis was applied to 271 images of scar tissue and normal 
skin that were acquired by confocal laser-scanning microscopy. 
Observers rated the same areas using polarised light and they 
also rated the confocal microscopy images. Computer images 
consisting of different types of ellipses were generated with a 
fixed 'true' orientation. Observers and Fourier analysis evaluat
ed the orientation of these images to establish their accuracy. 
The inter-observer reliability was acceptable when at least 
three observers rated polarised light images (r>o.6g) whereas 
already two observers were sufficient for rating confocal micro
scopy images (r>o.7i). Fourier analysis correlated better with 
the observer ratings of confocal microscopy images (r=o.6g) 
than with the observer ratings of polarised light microscopy 
images (r=o.42). Fourier analysis was more accurate than four 
observers for the evaluation of the 'true' orientation for almost 
all types of computer generated images. 

For the first time it is shown that Fourier image analysis is suit
able for morphometry of the dermal collagen orientation and 
leads to a superior measurement of collagen orientation com
pared to subjective histologic evaluation by several experts. 
However, if observers perform an evaluation by conventional 
light microscopy, at least three observers are required to attain 
an acceptable inter-observer reliability. 
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Introduction 
The mechanical qualities of skin provide a unique combination of 
elasticity and strength. Its pliability is not hampered by the strength 
that is required to resist physical stress to which the human integu
ment is exposed. These functional qualities of the dermis are pre
dominantly due to the dermal collagen network and, to a lesser 
extent, to elastin and extracellular matrix substances'12. Microscopic 
views of normal skin reveal that collagen bundles show a basket 
weave like pattern and appear randomly organised3. 
The importance of the dermal architecture is illustrated by patho
logical disorders of connective tissue, such as Ehlers-Danlos 
Syndrome, Marfan Syndrome and cutis laxa. These disorders are 
typically associated with changes in mechanical qualities of the 
integument214. 
A different collagen architecture is also present in scar tissue, as 
human skin lacks the ability to regenerate after wounding. Tissue 
restoration takes place by a repair mechanism that often results in a 
tough scar which is less pliable and less resistant to sheer forces 
than native skin even when matured. Histopathological studies of 
mature scar tissue show collagen bundle orientation parallel to the 
epidermis rather than a more randomly organised pattern found in 
normal dermis3. 
Collagen structure is an integral part of wound healing research. 
Analysis of collagen orientation is usually performed by one or two 
observers using conventional light microscopy in combination with 
polarised light. This technique of light polarisation makes use of the 
birefringence characteristics of collagen. Non-birefringent structures 
become almost invisible and the collagen structure is easily identi-

Figure i Aspect of dermal architecture of normal skin and scar tissue by conventional 
light microscopy, light microscopy and polarised light and confocal microscopy images 

Figure i shows a sample of normal skin (a, b, c) and scar tissue (d, e, f) by means of con-
ventional light microscopy (a, d). light microscopy and polarised light (b, e) and confocal 
microscopy images (c, f). In the right upper quadrant of the confocal microscopy images, 
the power spectrum of the Fourier analysis is given. In Figure ie, cross-stnations are shown 
that run perpendicular to the true orientation of collagen bundles. Scale bar = 100 urn 
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fied5. The optimal assessment technique of collagen orientation, 
however, has not been established. Observer scores are currently the 
'gold standard' for the assessment of collagen orientation. We evalu
ated a technique that is available in a number of image analysis soft
ware programs for application on personal computers and may 
potentially replace the observers' judgement: Fourier analysis. 
This mathematical algorithm is designed to quantify the spectrum 
over the whole range of frequencies in data. This frequency based 
method in itself is not new and has already offered benefits in many 
scientific fields such as one-dimensional time varying signals in 
electric engineering. It has also been introduced in the biomedical 
research in combination with infrared spectrometry to study the 
intermolecular structure of human tissues6;7. 

The Fourier transformation is suited for analysis of two-dimension
al images8. In this way, structure organisation within an image is 
calculated. The technique has been performed for histologic images 
of ligaments9 and sclerodermal lesions'0. 
The suitability of Fourier image analysis for the morphometry of the 
collagen structure in comparison to histologic assessment by ex
perts has not been studied to date. We therefore conducted a study 
to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of Fourier analysis and 
observer ratings. We hypothesised that Fourier analysis is applica
ble for measurement of the collagen structure in normal dermis and 
scar tissue and that it is more accurate and reliable than results 
obtained by experts. 

Firstly, the inter-observer reliability was established of collagen ori
entation assessment that was performed by one, two, three or four 
observers to study the minimal number of observers that are re
quired for a reliable analysis of collagen orientation. All observers 
rated collagen orientation with conventional light microscopy and 
also with confocal microscopy images. This circumvented possible 
confounding influences by type of imaging (conventional light 
microscopy and confocal microscopy). The observer ratings of light 
and confocal microscopy images were then correlated with the 
Fourier analysis results. However, as there is no 'gold standard' we 
could not establish the accuracy of the different techniques, as we 
did not know the 'true' collagen orientation of the image. The accu
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racy, or validity", was accomplished using computer generated model 
images with a fixed 'true' orientation, which were also evaluated by 
observers and Fourier image analysis. 

Material and methods 
Histological evaluation of the slides was performed on mature scar 
tissue and normal dermis. The biopsies were harvested from burn 
scars after split skin grafting. The ethics committee from the Red 
Cross Hospital approved the protocol before the study started. 
Biopsies were harvested of 65 patients, who gave a signed informed 
consent before enrolment into the study (36 males and 29 females). 
The mean age of the population was 32.3 years with a standard devi
ation (SD) of 18.6 years. 

Harvesting of biopsies and histopathological staining 

We analysed 144 sections taken from scar tissue approximately one 
year after surgery. Eight sections of normal skin within the same 
group of patients were obtained and added to the analysis. After 
disinfecting the area and local infiltration with lidocaine (1% solu
tion with epinephrine), a three millimetre punch biopsy was ob
tained. The biopsy was placed in formalin and processed into histo
logical slides of approximately 5 urn. Sections were then stained 
with hematoxylin-eosin (HE). 

Confocal laser-scanning microscopy 

Images of HE sections were scanned with a confocal laser-scanning 
microscope (Leica Micro Optics, Heidelberg, Germany) with a 6.3 x 
0.2 objective and a 501.1m pinhole making use of the fluorescent 
properties of eosin (excitation: 488nm, detection: LP 6ionm). In this 
way the interference of the hematoxylin stained nuclei in standard 
brightfield image was avoided. Images were adapted to the full dy
namic range of the system (8 bit) to standardise the contrast/bright
ness ratio. The epidermis was always orientated parallel to the X-axis 
of the image. Images of 79411m x 794um were created of the superfi
cial dermal layer and the layer just underneath the superficial layer 
(also a 79411m x 79411m image), the so-called deeper dermis. 
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Fourier analysis 

Image analysis was done with the Fast Fourier Transform module of 
the Owin Pro image analysis software (version 2.2, Leica Imaging 
Systems LTD, Cambridge, UK). The collagen bundle orientation was 
estimated by calculating the width/height ratio of the zeroth-order 
maximum in the generated power plot of the image. This was ter
med the collagen orientation index, which may range between zero 
and one. Parallel collagen orientation results in an elongated power 
spectrum that leads to a small orientation index. Perfectly random 
tissue results in an orientation index that approximates one. 

Observer ratings using polarised light and confocal microscope images 

Four trained observers assessed the collagen orientation of the 
superficial and deep dermal layer in two ways. Firstly, the superfi
cial and deeper dermal layers of all sections were analysed under a 
light microscope using polarised light. Secondly, scanned confocal 
microscope images of the superficial and deeper dermal layers, 
which were also used for the Fourier analysis, were rated. Examples 
of the appearance of the evaluated areas for normal skin and scar 
tissue are shown in Figure 1. In this figure the histological view of 
the section is displayed together with the same area after applying 
polarised light, and after scanning the section by confocal micro
scopy. The sections and images were blinded to prevent bias 
through prescience. A five-step scale was used for the scoring: ex
tremely parallel, predominantly parallel, mixed organisation, pre
dominantly random, extremely random. The ratings were averaged 
for both polarised light and confocal microscopy. 

Computer generated images with established orientation 

Images were composed which mimicked the eosin fluorescent im
ages of skin tissue. The shape of an ellipse was used as a base ele
ment, which follows a two dimensional Gaussian distribution with a 
fixed length often pixels. By varying the width to one, two, five or ten 
pixels, four types of ellipses were created and put into the computer 
model. Small elliptic shapes with a i:io width/length ratio appeared 
as small lines that resembled small collagen bundles of scar tissue. 
The less elongated, and thicker, ellipses mimicked normal skin with 
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thicker collagen bundles that were frequently cut in a perpendicular 
fashion. The circle (the length and width being ten pixels) was put 
into the model as an extreme, merely theoretical example. 
In the 512 x 512 pixels sized image, 2000 ellipses were used to get com
parable filling of the images. The image was made transparent be
cause overlapping parts of the ellipses were added. The final image 
was normalised to get a maximum intensity of 255, comparable to the 
fluorescent images scanned by confocal laser-scanning microscopy. 
Before ellipses were added to the image they were rotated over an 
angle. The variance of the angle was based on an orientation vector 
that was composed of a normally distributed random number in the 
horizontal and vertical plane. An example of an image with an ori
entation index of one is shown in Figure 2. 

The computer designed twenty-one images with an orientation 
ranging from zero (perfect parallel) to one (perfectly random) with 
intervals of 0.05 for all three different types of ellipses and the cir
cle. The 84 images were randomised, blinded and evaluated by the 
observers and Fourier analysis as mentioned above. 

Statistical analysis 

The data were analysed by the statistical program SPSS for Win
dows 8.0 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL., USA). The intraclass correlation coef-
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ficient (ICC),2;'3 with its 95% confidence interval (CI) was calculated 
to assess the inter-observer reliability for the group and the reliabil
ity of one observer, also known as the average measure ICC and the 
single measure ICC, respectively. For the calculations of the ICC, the 
two-way-random effect model was selected and calculated for abso
lute agreement of the scores. It is not possible to calculate the ICC 
between the different pairs of two and three observers in the same 
way, therefore these ICC's were calculated for each combination of 
two and three observers. The range of ICC's for all combinations of 
two and three observers is given. 

Scatter plots were made for the combinations of average scores for 
both observer categories and the results of the Fourier analysis. The 
Spearman's Rho correlation coefficient was used for the correlation 
between Fourier analysis and observer ratings. 
Fourier calculations of images are based on a mathematical model 
and consequently give the same outcome. Therefore, no ICC mea
surements were required for this method. 

Results 
We analysed 144 sections taken from scar tissue approximately one 
year after surgery together with eight sections of normal skin that 
were obtained of the same patient population. Both the superficial and 
deeper dermis were considered for evaluations allowing 271 test areas. 

Inter-observer reliability for confocal and light microscopy images 

The single measurement reliability and the inter-observer relia
bility for combinations of two, three and four observers were 
established with the ICC and listed in Table 1. Overall, a higher inter-
observer reliability was found for the ratings by confocal micro
scopy images compared to the ratings by means of conventional 
light microscopy. Table 1 also shows that conventional light micro
scopic evaluation by one or two observers has only a questionable 
reliability (r<o.7o). The rating of collagen orientation by two obser
vers of confocal microscopy images is good (r>o.7i). For both cate
gories a good reliability was found using four observers: 0.80 for 
conventional light microscopy and 0.88 for confocal microscopy. 
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Correlation of Fourier analysis and observer's ratings 

Fourier analysis correlated better with average ratings for confocal 
microscopy images (Spearman's Rho=o.687) compared to conven
tional light microscopy (1=0.423)- Figure 3a and 3b show the scatter 
plots of these data. An unexpected finding was the poor correlation 
between the average ratings of the four observers for light and con-
focal microscopy (r=o.472), which is illustrated by the wide scatter
ing of the data in Figure 3c. 

Accuracy of Fourier analysis and observer's ratings 

Accuracy was evaluated by means of computer generated images 
with an established orientation of elliptic shapes, which is consid
ered the 'true' orientation. Both the Fourier analysis and the ob
servers evaluated the different types of shapes per category. The 
correlations are listed in Table 2. Overall, it is noted that both the 
average observer rating, which was an average rating of four obser
vers, and the Fourier analysis showed a good to excellent correlation 
with the 'true' orientation of the different types of ellipses, except for 
the images that consisted of circles. The orientation assessment by 
Fourier analysis showed a higher correlation with the 'true' orien
tation compared to the average rating of 4 observers in general. 
The reliability increased when the ellipses were more elongated, 

Number of 

Observers 

Mean (95%CI) 

Range 

Range 
Mean (95%CI) 

Light 

Microscopy 

0.49 (0.43- 0.56) 

0.58 - 0.74 
0.69 - 0.77 

0.80 (0.75 - 0.83) 

Microscopy 

0.64 (0.58 - 0.70) 

0.71 - O.i 

0.82 - 0.89 

0.88(0.85-0.90) 

Table 1 Inter-observer reliability for collagen orientation assessment 
by observers using light microscopy and confocal microscopy images 

a The Intraclass Correlation (ICC) together with the 95% confidence interval (CI) is given for 
the single measurement and four observers, however, for two and three observers separate 
ICC calculations were required for each combination, then the range of the ICC is given. 
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approaching a nearly perfect assessment for the most elongated 
ellipses with a width/length ratio of 1:10 (r=o.g96 for Fourier analy
sis). Figure 4a and b clearly illustrate the relation between the 'true' 
orientation and the average observer rating (Figure 4a) as well as 
Fourier analysis (Figure 4b) for the types of ellipses and the circle. 

Discussion 
Although the importance of collagen for the strength and pliability 
of skin is widely acknowledged, still no uniform evaluation method 
is available for collagen orientation. For research that focuses on 
wound healing and scar formation, polarised light is the most pre
vailing method for the evaluation of collagen structure'*15. It is also 
frequently applied to the analysis of fibrotic lesions in other special
ties, for example after myocardial infarction'6'17. The rating of colla
gen orientation by one or several observers has been widely used 
and accepted in the field. We therefore considered utilising this 
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method and comparing it with Fourier analysis to evaluate the 
accurateness of the measurements. 
In the present study we first established the Intraclass correlation 
for inter-observer reliability of conventional light microscopy rat
ings. We clearly demonstrated that polarised light assessment 
should be performed by at least three observers in order to have 
considerable level of reliability (r>o.7o). We found that scoring by 
one or two observers' results in unacceptably low reliability. 
The observers had to rate collagen orientation from the same areas 
after the sections were scanned by confocal laser-scanning micro
scopy. A higher Intraclass correlation coefficient was established for 
the confocal microscope image assessment by four observers com
pared to the polarised light assessment (0.88 and 0.80, respectively). 
This might be explained by the higher resolution of confocal micro
scope images, where out-of-focus information is rejected, compared 
to conventional light microscopy'8. No inter-observer reliability was 
needed for the Fourier analysis since this method is based on math
ematical algorithms with no variability. The Fourier analysis has 
therefore a perfect reproducibility. 

How does the collagen orientation assessment of the Fourier analy
sis relate to the observer ratings? The collagen orientation index cor
related reasonably well with average confocal microscopy image 
ratings and poorly with the average polarised light microscopy rat
ings. The lower correlation between the Fourier analysis and the 
average observer ratings of polarised light is related to the differ
ences in image processing between conventional light microscopy 

Correlation Coefficient Fourier analysis Average rating of four observers 

(Spearman's Rho) versus 'true' orientation versus 'true' orientation 

Ellipse 1:10 

Ellipse 1:5 

Ellipse 1:2 

Perfect circle 

Table 2 Accuracy of Fourie 

0.996 

0.988 

0.885 

-0.103 

analysis and fou observers with 

0.961 

0.816 

0.831 

0.398 

respect t o or ientat ion assessment 
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and confocal microscopy. Interestingly, there was a poor correlation 
between observer ratings of the conventional light microscopy 
images and of the confocal microscopy images (r=o.47). This poor 
correlation, together with the superior inter-observer reliability for 
collagen orientation assessment by confocal microscopy images 
compared to polarised light images, may be explained by two fac
tors: 1) the quality of the image; 2) the variance of the measured 
areas for polarised light evaluation. 
The structure of the dermis is reproduced in a different and more dis
tinct manner compared to polarised light by using confocal micro
scopy. This is mainly due to the fluorescent properties of eosin, 
which was used to display collagen. In this way the interference of 
other structures was avoided. The normal fluorescent microscope, 
like confocal microscopy, might therefore also give more reliable 
results than conventional light microscopy with polarised light. 
In light microscopy images using polarised light, the interpretation 
of collagen orientation is frequently complicated by stripes perpen
dicular to the long axis of the fibres, also described as cross-stria-
tions'7, which is illustrated in Figure ie. Cross-striation of the colla
gen fibres are due to periodic changes in the orientation of the fibres 
and are seen as stripes perpendicular to the true orientation'5. 
Alternatively, immature collagen may be omitted from the analysis 
as it is hardly birefringent'9. In contrast, confocal microscopy shows 
immature and mature collagen fibres thus explaining the differ
ence in representation of the collagen. We feel that both mature and 
immature fibres should be analysed for assessment of dermal archi
tecture. The lack of moderate representation of immature fibres by 
polarised light might therefore cause confounding in the interpreta
tion of the results. 

Another explanation for the different ratings between images of 
confocal microscopy and conventional light microscopy is the con
sequent rating of exactly the same area for the images scanned by 
confocal microscopy compared to conventional light microscopy. 
We kept the image size constant through the study. In contrast, the 
polarised light evaluation was done with a conventional light 
microscope where the observers had to select the area of interest. 
The ability of both methods to assess the 'true' orientation was eval-
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uated by computer designed images because no samples of scar tis
sue or normal skin are available with a known 'true' orientation. 
Therefore, computer images were developed that roughly mimic 
dermal architecture. The simplicity of this model made it possible to 
show that assessment of the orientation present in the images is 
not only related to the orientation itself but also depends on the 
width/length ratio of the structures that are present. Some images 
contain perfect circles. In that case both Fourier analysis and 
observers will always identify a random orientation, despite the 
'true' orientation assigned by the computer model. This phe
nomenon is illustrated in Figure 4a and b. On the other hand, the 
assessment of the orientation of elongated ellipses (i:io width/ 
length ratio) was nearly perfect: r^o.ggó for Fourier analysis and 
0.961 for the average observer rating. Overall, the Fourier analysis 
showed a superior correlation with the 'true' orientation compared 
to observers' ratings and is therefore more accurate. 
Besides the Fourier analysis other technical methods, such as X-ray 
diffraction2012' and laser scattering2"3 have been applied to analyse 
histopathological sections. For these applications, X-rays and laser 
light were used to obtain a diffraction pattern caused by the orien
tation of dermal architecture. In correspondence with Fourier analy
sis, a predominant parallel orientation of dermal collagen resulted 
in an elliptical scatter pattern, whereas a more circular scattering 
was caused by randomly organised tissue. An orientation index for 
tissue organisation was calculated from the scatter pattern by 
dividing its length and width23. If all parameters are well controlled 
it is our belief that the results of both techniques correspond to the 
collagen orientation index obtained by the Fourier analysis. In a 
pilot study, we tested laser scattering technique and Fourier analy
sis and compared the results with observer assessment24. We then 
established a poor correlation between the laser scattering results 
with the observer assessment and the Fourier analysis, which we 
related to the inability to control the direction of laser beam through 
the same field of interest. Others25:26 seem to have overcome this pro
blem by creating fine vector plots for histological slides, which may 
increase the reliability of this technique. 
Image analysis and morphometry of histopathologic sections gain 
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increasing popularity in the biomedical research. It allows (some
times full automatic) analysis of biopsies in a short time. It remains 
nevertheless crucial to establish the reliability and accuracy of such 
image analysis techniques before they can be integrated into rou
tine histopathologic applications. 
Although Fourier image analysis is not a new technique, we showed 
for the first time that this method is more suitable (i.e. in terms of 
reliability and accuracy) for morphometry of the dermal collagen 
orientation than multi-observer assessment. Collagen orientation 
assessment by observers who use conventional light microscopic 
methods therefore can not be considered as a 'gold standard' any
more. We advocate the use of Fourier analysis, which has become 
easily accessible by image analysis software that can run on person
al computers, as it objectively quantifies the collagen orientation 
reliably and accurately. 
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